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	ProductsNew




PROXIES
Residential Proxies
FREE TRIAL

Enjoy 55M+ real IPs in 195+ locations, any city worldwide, and 50 US states.


Static Residential Proxies
NEW

Equip ISP proxies and enjoy unbeatable speed and stability.


Mobile Proxies
DEAL

Dive into a 10M+ ethically-sourced mobile IP pool with 160+ locations and 700+ ASNs.


Datacenter Proxies

Use stable, fast, and furious shared 500K+ datacenter IPs worldwide.


Site Unblocker
NEW

Power up your scraping by accessing real-time data from the most challenging websites.




SCRAPERS
Social Media Scraping API

Extract structured real-time data from various social media platforms.


SERP Scraping API

Enjoy a full-stack scraping solution for Google and more.


eCommerce Scraping API

Gather neatly structured eCommerce data by sending just one API request.


Web Scraping API

Collect relevant data from the World Wide Web at scale with a 100% success.


No-Code Scraper

Scrape web data without writing a single line of code.




FREE TOOLS
X Browser

Juggle multiple accounts at the same time risk-free.


Chrome Proxy Extension

Bring essential proxy features right into your browser.


Firefox Add-on

Get proxies to your favorite browser with a few clicks.


Proxy Checker
NEW

Test lists of proxies to avoid potential errors.


Address Generator

Generate proxy lists in bulk with no hassle.




FEATURES
SOCKS5RotatingISPSharedBackconnectAnonymousHTTPIPv4Private

TARGETS
CraigslistYouTubeBingShopifyPinterestGoogleTikTokAmazonRedditGoogle ShoppingGoogle ImageGoogle Autocomplete







	PricingNew




PROXIES
Residential Proxies
DEAL


from$2.2/GB


Static Residential Proxies
NEW


from$2.67/IP


Mobile Proxies
DEAL


from$6/GB


Datacenter Proxies


from$0.09/IP


Site Unblocker
NEW


from$6/GB




SCRAPERS
Social Media Scraping API


from$0.9/1k req


eCommerce Scraping API


from$1.1/1k req


No-Code Scraper


from$3.85/1k req


SERP Scraping API


from$1.3/1k req


Web Scraping API


from$0.52/1k req




FREE TOOLS
X Browser



Chrome Proxy Extension



Firefox Add-on



Proxy Checker
NEW



Address Generator










	Use cases



USE CASES
Multi-accounting

Create and manage multiple social media & eCommerce accounts with ease.


Web scraping

Gather public web data to generate valuable insights and scale your business.


Price aggregation

Track and monitor prices to keep up with the ever-changing markets.


Ad tech

Upgrade adtech game – test ads, optimize CPA, and verify links effortlessly.


SEO

Collect SERP data to optimize SEO strategy and grow a brand’s visibility online.
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Smartproxy Knowledge Hub
Advanced scraping tutorials, proxy setup and integration guides.

Explore









	Resources



SETUP
How it works



Quick start guide



Documentation



Public API



Configuration



Integration



FAQ



Blog



Webinars



Customer testimonials



Glossary





LOCATIONS
All locations



United States



United Kingdom



Germany



China



India
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Smartproxy Knowledge Hub
Advanced scraping tutorials, proxy setup and integration guides.

Explore
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	Resources

	Languages







Book demo call

Log in

Create account


	Create account


	Log in


	Book demo call








	Smartproxy >
	Proxies >
	Datacenter Proxies >
	Datacenter plans



Flexible datacenter proxy plans

Pick a plan that suits you. Get ahead with unblockable and stable proxies.

Pay / GB
Pay / IP
Dedicated



Enterprise

50 GB
SAVE 

$0.60/ GB
Total:$30 + VAT billed monthly
Get subscription
 14-DAY MONEY-BACK


100 GB
SAVE 8%

$0.60
$0.55/ GB
Total:$60$55 + VAT billed monthly
Get subscription
 14-DAY MONEY-BACK


MOST POPULAR300 GB
SAVE 11%

$0.60
$0.53/ GB
Total:$180$160 + VAT billed monthly
Get subscription
 14-DAY MONEY-BACK


1000 GB
SAVE 17%

$0.60
$0.50/ GB
Total:$600$500 + VAT billed monthly
Get subscription
 14-DAY MONEY-BACK


With each plan you access

100K+ shared IPs


99.99% uptime


US and EU locations


<0.3 s response time


Rotating & static IPs


Unlimited connections and threads





SSL Secure Payment
Your information is protected by 256-bit SSL






Choose your datacenter proxy type
Simplify your publicly available data collection and multi-accounting with zero CAPTCHAs and IP bans.
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Pay per GB
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Pay per IP
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Dedicated




	Type
	Shared
	Shared
	Dedicated




	Payment
	Traffic
	Number of shared IPs and traffic
	Number of dedicated IPs

	Match
	Great for budget-friendly tasks to increase online anonymity, speed, focusing on simple data collection and avoiding highly protected domains
	Best for low-profile job tasks that need a specific amount of IPs and traffic, increased online anonymity, and access to websites without advanced anti-bot systems
	Ideal for cost-efficient tasks that require private IP addresses, fast speed and unlimited traffic, and access to websites without advanced anti-bot

	Locations
	Worldwide
	Worldwide
	US

	Protocols
	HTTP(S)
	HTTP(S)
	HTTP & SOCKS5




	From $0.60/GB


	From $0.10/IP


	From $2.50/IP






Integrate into your workflows in minutes
Effortlessly plug in our datacenter proxies into third-party tools with our extensive setup guides library.

Configurations
Integrations
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Chrome

Learn more
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Safari

Learn more
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Firefox

Learn more
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Edge

Learn more
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Smartproxy Chrome Extension

Learn more
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Smartproxy Firefox Extension

Learn more
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FoxyProxy extension

Learn more
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Insomniac

Learn more
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SwitchyOmega extension

Learn more
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Ghost

Learn more
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iPhone

Learn more
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Android

Learn more




See All Configurations



What people are saying about us
We're thrilled to have the support of our 50K+ clients and the industry's best

Clients
Awards
Industry experts




Show more
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Awarded web-data collection solutions provider
Users love our proxies with ethically-sourced IPs around the globe for their exceptional performance, advanced targeting options, and ability to overcome CAPTCHAs, geo-restrictions, and IP bans.



Frequently asked questions
What are datacenter proxies?


Datacenter proxies are remote computers with their own IP addresses. They act as an intermediary between you and the target website: instead of connecting to the website directly, your request goes via proxies to hide any identifying personal information.
DC proxies share subnets which makes them easier to block compared to the more resilient residential proxies. However, since datacenter proxies are running on insanely fast machines, their connection speed and stability are definitely better – and speed can sometimes be the most important factor for your scraping projects.



Can I track my proxy usage?


Yes, you can. Once you have a subscription plan in the dashboard, go to the subusers tab and create a subuser. You will be able to set limits, dedicate traffic for different tasks, locations, etc. for every proxy user.



What are the differences between the two pricing models for datacenter proxies?


We offer two pricing models based on your needs: Pay per IP allows you to pay for a specific number of datacenter IPs (starting from 100 IPs) and GBs (starting from 50 GB) in chosen locations; Pay per GB lets you get unlimited IPs while paying for the traffic (bandwidth) only.



What payment methods do you accept?


We accept payments with credit cards, PayPal, Alipay, Google Pay, and Apple Pay. You can also pay with cryptocurrency for all products except ISP proxies and datacenter proxies (Pay per IP option).
All orders are processed by our online reseller Paddle.com which is a Merchant of Record for these orders. To contact Paddle’s support team, reach out via Paddle.net.



Where can I use datacenter proxies?


You can use our proxies with almost any application that supports HTTP/HTTPS Proxies. Smartproxy IP addresses work great with all search engines, ScrapeBox, and many other bots.



Do datacenter proxies work for scraping?


Using datacenter proxies for most scraping tasks is more efficient. We allow our clients to use datacenter proxies for data scraping tasks, but we recommend using residential proxies, as they have more quality IP addresses that have much higher scraping success rates.



Show more



Dive into a 500K+ IP Datacenter Pool
Get datacenter IPs with up to 2K subnets. Enjoy high speed, stability, and robust performance.
Try now 
14-day money-back option





Get in touch


Follow us
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